Born on January 28,1931, Shri Venkitaramanan holds a Master's degree in Physics from the University of Kerala and also a Master's degree in Industrial Administration from Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, U.S.A. and belongs to the Indian Administrative Service.
. He was Secretary, Planning and Finance, in the State of Tamil Nadu between 1969 and 1974, when he actively initiated the work evolving and implementing strategy to eradicate poverty. He worked in developing anti-poverty programmes with particular reference to targeted nutrition and health programmes at Chennai. He helped to develop the now well-established integrated child development scheme.
During his tenure of three years in the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development between 1974 and 1977, as part of the newly established nutrition unit, which he headed, he helped to develop nutrition action projects in Indonesia, Brazil, India and Columbia.
From 1977 to 1983, he ran Southern Petrochemical Industries Corporation (SPIC), a fertilizer company in the private sector which had run into serious losses in 1977, and turned it around to profits by 1983. The company is now a major fertilizer producer and an important blue chip company in the Indian stock market and has undertaken major diversification.
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As I survey these contradictions and dilemmas, I must confess to a feeling of inadequacy. I am neither a professional economist nor a philosopher. '1 am essentially a product of my own personal history of service as a bureaucrat, " have interacted, over forty-five years or so, with politicians, economists, bureaucrats and the general public. 1 do not lay claim to any great profundity of thought or innovative ideas. What I am bringing together is the result of what I have seen over the years ai the dilemmas that we as a nation have faced. " Let me list some of the important dilemmas. I am not using the word "dilemma" in the logician's sense of presenting two alternatives, both of which have undesirable consequences. Rather, I am using the word in the more popular sense of perplexing situations.
Most important of all, to my mind, is the dilemma of development in a democratic polity. Can under-developed economies achieve a high rate of growth in an open society? Will not the freedom of speech and right to dissent, -the presence of Trade Unions, the conflicts of political parties, the chaos of elections, -all lead to a slow down? Or, as some of the protagonists of guided development argue, will not a dose of dictatorship be essential for growth?
Second comes the dilemma of growth and equity .. PhilosopherS have struggled with this over the years. Our own Nobel Laureate; Amartya Kumar Sen, was for long in a minority as he pressed forward with his vision that equity and ethics were essential elements of economic growth. For long, his ideas were not accepted. It is only now in the aftermath of the global collapse of many economies and the resulting devastation that Sen's own eminently sensible ideas have begun to be heard. Economics has for too long been a special hunting ground for the Anglo-Saxon Schools. This has itself led to a prejudiced way of viewing the "equity" issue.
These institutions have encouraged voices that argued most persuasively that if we' take care of growth, equity will take care of itself. "Trickle down" rather than organise for welfare became the counsel from the many money centres of the world that heaped financial aid and therefore influenced policy in the developing countries.
This leads us to the whole issue of monetarism, inflation management and financial reform. If growth involves the expansion of money supply and the latter is assumed to lead to inflation, "Is it not reasonable to sacrifice growth for inflation' control?" ask these advocates of prudence.
One of the paradoxes of growth in developing economies is that agriculture as a sector tends to get neglected in' favour of more glamorous areas of study and emphasis. EquitY itself is a sufferer of this neglect. As a result, agriculturalliberalisation h'as lagged much behind the rest of economic reform. The producer of agriCUltural products has still to face many barriers even in respect of internal movement, leave alone export. He is denied adequate credit and quite often, he is the victim of natural calamities because of neglect of proper and adequate maintenance of water sources and channels. There are no established means of redress, but the farmer is expected to face market forces, both from within India and abroad.
We have also to look at the many contradictions between the requirements posed by growth and fiscal prudence. Related problems also arise from the compulsions of competitive populism that force governmental expenses to expand and receipts to contract due mainly to wrong policies on fiscal and other questions. Ideologies that elevate the management of fiscal deficit as such to a high pedestal and lay down specific ratios as either good or bad, however, lead to more conflict. The purveyors of these ideas have gained a remarkable ascendancy in the counsels of many Governments. Growth has taken a second place in the hierarchy of goals, whenever and wherever it challenges fiscal balance.
All this, of course, is a part of an ideological wave led by pro-market reformers, who have captured most of the citadels of power and influence in the poorer half of the world. Economic reform has thus come to imply the ceding of increasing areas of activity to so-called forces of the market. The dilemma "the State versus the market" is starkly posed, whereas the two have to co-exist. The belief that somehow markets can provide a magic wand that can bring about efficiency and lead to greater growth has trampled over the perceived and actual need to have a State that monitors the market and corrects for market failures. Where should the State end and where the market begins?
I also propose to refer in this context to the dilemma of the public sector as such situated in a polity, such as ours. The conversion of policy-makers to "divestment" is a nostrum for all economic ills has led them to ignore the real problems of the public sector. How to sort out these problems is a challenge that our society has to face.
Lastly, but not least, is the dilemma that the problems of our external sector present.
There is a genuine conflict between the needs of India's industrialists in particular and the people in general on the one hand and the growing compulsions of globalisation on the other. True, technology has made globalisation inevitable in many ways. Access to our markets cannot be denied for too long to competing corporates abroad. What then should we be doing to compete successfully in the field of goods and services in the global markets? This takes us to issues of protection, exchange rate management and trade policy, one inter-connected with the other. Why is it that India has not been able to grow its exports in the same way on the East Asian giants? Does this require, as the current ideology indicates, permitting wholesale multinationalisation of India's industrial scene?
I tum now to a discussion of these dilemmas. I am aware that they do not cover all the sectors of our economy. I am also aware that these dilemmas are inter-related in many ways and my comments on one may have a bearing on the other. But, it is my hope that some of the ideas that I put forward will encourage a dialogue and questions regarding the current prejudices and postulates that dominate policy.
Democracy and Development
Can development take place in an open society in the same manner as it does in a closed and dragooned polity? A number of spurious but inverse correlations have been drawn up between rates of growth in a society and the degree of democracy achieved in it. Some eminent economists, like Robert Barro, wrote convincingly sometime backbefore the collapse of Indonesia -that a diminution or deficit of democracy itself may serve to improve the prospects of growth. Indonesia and Brazil were Irotted out as instances of success. So too, Singapore's own Senior Minister, LeeKuan Yew, pointed out how it was the restrictions on· democracy in his City State combined with dominance of what he called Asian values that had enabled Singapore to progress. There were, of course, patronising references to India's fumbling efforts at growth and lack of a decisive centre because of excessive access to democracy.
While I do not, even for a moment, minimise the problems of development in a democratic environment, I must also confess to not being enthused by the alternate paradigm. We ourselves had experience of what even an enlightened (7) dictatorship can mean. When Smt.lndira Gandhi brought in the Emergency In tho leventies, we saw that the silence of the lambs was not a necessary prerequisite of peace and progress. Nor has Indonesia, the beloved paradigm of the guided democrats covered Itself with glory. Rates of growth achieved in "undemocratic" societies have invariably been associated with much higher levels of cronyism and corruption, besides enhanced inequality than in more democratic societies. While democracies, like ours, have not been immune to either of these evils, there are at least prospects of escape from their grasp. which dictatorships do not provide. Avenues of redress are riot available, where the Press is not free and where those who are affected by the decisions of the Government cannot protest. There is no evidence that lack of democracy necessarily creates conditions for growth.
Myanmar is an example of the contrary proposition that development Ipso faCia does not take place in a suppressed society.
It is true, that the demands of democracy have led to successive Governments of India to slowly, but surely, resort to compromises. It has also led to difficult decisions being postponed. I would wager, however, that taken as a whole the history of India's development has affirmed, rather than denied, the proposition that the dilemma of democracy and i1evelopment is a healthy one. The seeming chaos of election has enabled smooth transfer of power rather than the processes, which dictatorships have seen. It is not right to translate experience of small City States, like Singapore, where guided democracy has succeeded, to large democracies like India.
Indeed, Amartya Kumar Sen has identified that the very problem of famine and. death has been more cataclysmic in States, which have suppressed peoples' rights.
Growth and Equity
It had been argued, that where economies prioritise growth. equity will take care of Itself. In fact, for a long time, this was the slogan of what has come to be known as Washington Consensus, although John Williamson, the originator of the phrase, had himself given equity a pride of place. When an economy pursues growth in a single-minded manner, . considerations of equity do suffer. For instance, growth of industries in the larger sector. can sometime place small industries in jeopardy. The technological sophistication of the large-scale manufacturer can put out of jobs millions of craftsmen and many smaller industrialists. There is also an in-built conflict between regions of a Country, implicit in the dominant models of growth that prevail today. When industries are freo in their choice of locations and are unconstrained by demands as to the regional equity, it can, . oftentimes, happen that some parts of the country do develop faster than others. Regional equity is an important consideration, often ignored in today's models of growth. How else can one explain the fact that there is mass migration of people to Gujarat, Maharastra and some parts of Southern India, while there is great deprivation in Bihar, UP and Orissa? Is it possible that growth in a country as a whole can be sustained leaving vast areas under-developed? Mass movement of people can, in turn, create;, massive social disequilibrium. It is just not possible that we can continue to have a pattern of unbalanced development between regions without disturbing social peace .. We have to create, if necessary, by an act of State centres of growth in the long deprived areas of Bihar, UP and Orissa. if we have to ensure and sustain social and regional cohesion, over the long run.
Growth can also bring about complex situations in which industries can become obsolete either due to technology or competition from abroad. Does not society owe· a Dilemmas of Development s duty to !hose displaced as a result of such changes? Unfortunately, India's economic refonners have not paid adequate attention to !he problems of such social disruptions. I recall how a large industrial unit was closed down, in the eighties, in Bihar as a result both of manipulations by !he management and of technological change. More than 20000 workers and families lost !heir jobs. Families were disrupted. The entire area became II massive red right district Unfortunately, all that Government could do at that tlmo was to say. "We will refer the matter to !he newly-created Board for Industrial and Financial Reconstruction (BIFR)". These problems were considered to be inherent in growth. While the erstwhile management of the company did not suffer even a wee bit as a result of the closure. for the !housands of people displaced from their jobs, who saw no effort to compensate them, there was no redemption in sight.
Experts from abroad, who preach the gospel of hire and fire, ignore the fact that India, unlike their countries, does not have a social security system, -no safety net for displaced labour. Those who are "re-engineered" and retrenched from jobs either in Europe or United States can receive reasonable compensations while they are out ofor searching for jobs. This will at least keep their body and soul together. We do not have yet a system of unemployment relief. This problem cannot be solved by merely creating what is called a Renewal Fund -w"i~11 ia an apologia for real unemployment relief. We need to start a social ~\lrity "t up. broadly on the lines that developed societies have. I c:l\I\ kw VQi~" llf\Ito'tina that such a system will be too costly a luxury for India. Wb,n. howe"". I .ee the social devastation that sudden loss of jobs can bring, I believe it is not II ques.tlon of whether we can afford social security for the jobless. It is rather a question of whether we can afford not to have such a scheme.
inevitably. the dilemmas of growth and equity have led our Governments over the years to evolve different schemes. targeting poverty. I must mention here, however. that our approach to the whole question of poverty alleviation has been to0 patronising. As Amartya Kumar Sen pointed out some time back. targeting is perhaps the wrong concept Targets are what we fire at. We have to adopt a different approach and include !he poor in their own rehabilitation. It is, perhaps, for this reason thilt our poverty-alleviation schemes have not proved models of efficiency and. tIlm! have been many leakages. As a result, there have been criticisms th", tkey only enrich !he rich and not the poor.
Obviously. while much of ~\; Hi!i@i §ll\~ of ~lIr poverty alleviation programmes may be right, it is importal\\ 1'(1\ ttl iI\w\{\QP till ooneopt of poverty alleviation. merely because of ~ef~~\iy-e flI~flltiAA, If W9 invol", local communities and their democratic organs more ill \\I~ l\filC@U gf pIlvorty IIlIevlation. there can be a better solution of the problems of il1~ffi~i@l1t mllnagQment. West Bengal is an example of how such involvement of local l!M\)' ~adrol hu onabled a bener outcome.
Part of the pll/1ldox of growth. which leads to neglect of equity, is that in a country Uko (lUI'I. agrleulture tends to get neglected in favour of more glamorous subjects, like indu5t/y. power, and finance. Agricultural economics ,is often considered a peripheral lubject. John Kenneth Galbraith has, in his own garrulous fashion, mentioned how his specialisation in agricultural problems had for long kepI l1im outside the pale of academic respectability. While US practice -and similarly UK practice -have changed. disclplOJ of tho . almost discarded doctrine continue to rule the roost, particularly in developing countrl'l • and especially so.in India's academia and the Central Bank. Researcho .. apocially sponsored in this connection have. in fact. carefully measured the different variations of "money supply" and laid down nonnative limits. The moment the value of MeJ) measured by them crossed certain pre-<lrdained limits, the experts in the Central Bank can come down heavily on the economy, contracting credit and raising interest rates. All this. in order to bring down the level of an admittedly uncertain variable MeJ) and that too to slay the monster of inflation. although the link between inflation and MeJ). however measuretf."'was weak. This has been countered by elaborate massaging of data, in tha,t if M(3) itself was not correlated. experts found a logarithm or I square root or a lagged variable, which would. The power of monetarist ideas has been 10 strong that even in spite,Pfthe continued affliction· of the Indian economy under a recenion induced by this ritual of contraction. the addiction to the "money supply" number had not .hown any perceptible change of attitude among the doctrinaire central bankers. They and their pupils behaved like the lords of the inquisition. who sent many to the stake 10 that the souls of both the guilty and the inquisitors might go to Heaven. It was all done for the good of the economy, the theory being that suffering itself would cleanse and purity. "No gains without pain" was the mantra.
We all know the penalties to which India's economy has, as a result, been subjected and where we have landed in pursuit of doctrinal purity. Just when the economy was gaining confidence and investment plans were being brought out by entrepreneurs in 1995-96, the credit squeeze and a rising interest rate came and succeeded in reversing investors' expectations and putting them on hold. The "unreal" financial sector has successfully dominated the "real" sector. "Asato ma sadgamaya" has to be our prayer, Lei me turn, for instance, to. another idea, which our financial reformers have imposed on our system, viz., the concept of capital adequacy for banks and financial institutions. Capital adequacy, an important concept, within limits, is a desirable monitor. In particular, it was at one time necessary in order to obtain global respectability for our institutions, especially those which have to deal with international operators. Our banks have had to abide by these norms, which prescribe that a bank or a financial institution should have as its own equity a specified percentage of its "assets". The prescription accepted by India is eight per cent. The clamour now is to increase it further. RBI has acceptel\ the proposal to increase it to nine per cent What this means is that if a bank lenlls Rs.IOO -has assets of Rs.I00-it should have a net worth or.t least Rs. nine. The design of these norms at Bank for International Settlements (BIS) was done by a group led by Mr. Peter Cook, an eminent Accountant from UK, who assigned to Sovereign debt zero risk weight Other debt was given appropriate "risk weights". Thus came about what i. knp~n as the Basl~ norms on a "risk-weighted" basis. The implication of these norms has so far been that if the bank lent more to risky borrowers or invested in other risky assets, its equity needed to be raised correspondingly. The resulting perverse dilemma has enhanced bankers' shyness to lend to non-governmental borrowers. A ban~er, who did not lend tp non-governmental sources, did not need to go for enhanced eq"ity. Thus, a banker can be quite comfortable lending more to President Narayandoubly blessed since his security was good and his additional capital needs low. The capital adequacy norm has thus functioned as a built-in device to promote a credit cf1!nch, a perverse effect far from what the reformers intended.
I!ssentially, the dominance of monetarism has implied an attempt to do by rules wll!¢ should normally have been left to discretion, Perhaps, this was all part of the pr~achingli of Ihe Chicago School in favour of markets to which most monetarists belonged. By tradition, the Chicago School preferred the rule of "market forces" to that of I/Ie ~vernment. Therefore, it was advised that a Central Bank should go by specified rate of growth of M(3), rather than by their ow.n discretion or governmental direction. Unfortunately, this simple rule has nol worked in practice. Even in USA, central bankers have had to fiddle, from time to time, with rates and money supply. Around the world, Governments have cast about for other methods of governing the rhythm of the economy. They have abandoned simple indicators, like M(3). Governor Jalan himself seems to bilVe realised that lIlere life different sides to this debate and thus settled on a more omnibus. indicator, whiclJ includes many more variables, than a mere M(3). One hopes that with this change of emphasis, RBI will have better luck and more importantly. Hopefully. the Indian economy will be spared further experimental credit squeezes.
FlJeal Deficit and Development
The fiction prevalent among economic reformers is that too high a fiscal deficit per se is bad. This is part of the ideology, which seeks, in particular, tQ diminiSh th~ role of Oovommont, • an idea whose dominance can be seen from the fact that the European Manottll")' Union (EMU) itself incorporated it as a precondition and laid down a fiscal donglt crltorlon of three per cent ofGDP -one of the famous Maastricht criteria. In order to reach the target of three per cent and qualify for the entry to EMU, many leading economies in Europe went through rather depressing episodes of "fudging the fiscal deficit" by accounting manipulations. All this, however, only showed that the fiscal criterion had become more a ritual than representing a fundamental fact. Expert observe ... in France and UK have pointed o~1 how their own ~lIperience in earlier years had demonstrated the irrelevance of this criterion. In particular. in the eighties UK had a low inflalion in many yellfli in ~pite of its fiscal deficit being higher than seven per cent to eight per cellI. The te~hl\q~rats have. \!OweV@f. had their brief hour of glory and triumph. 1M, \h~ 9Y@~li!ln wh@llter p Ipw fiscal deficit is a "good" to be pursued for Its own silke ii Rtill unftftlwered. Fiscal deflclt represents the mirror image of the public sectors' borrowing requirement. Our own experience with the 'fiscal deficit target has been that over-emphasis on the criterion of a low fiscal deficit. has meant a reduction in public sector borrowing and has led to investments in the public sectar being brought down. Acceptance of the low fiscal deficit as part of the reform pac~age has directly been responsible for the phenomenon of severe compression' in Public Sector Undertakins (PSU) investments in the post-reform period. Under the Rao-Singh regime, Government fir 11lf1i1l rRpl) laid so much stress by the fiscal deficit criterion that even essential illll~~tmFn\$ ill inlh!~'flIct4re W~F~ !li¥~r. ~ ~l\f~s~~t. 1\ i~ nil l\c~i~e"1. Iherefol'{!, that Ih. peripd qfry:fprm (19111:1997) has also befll flpe in which public and private investments ill infF §strl!~rnr~ !IS !I ratio to GDP were in percentage terms substantially lower IIIpl1lho pr~viol!~ g~£~~e, The hope that the private sector will come in to' fill the gap has turned out 10 be an iIIij §ion. The si~e and itru~tun: of investment in the private sector has also beon different f\'pm that In tho public sector. This. in tum. contributed to a fall in demand for many feeder Industries, besides slowing down development of infrastructure sectors, such as power, railways and ports. . , The dilemma before the policy-maker arises precisely when he or she sets the fiscal deficit/GDP ratio as a sacred Lakshman Rekha. This is unfortunate. If we look back a decade in our history. we would see that India in the eighties did have a Fiscal Deficit (FD)/Gross Domestic Product (GOP) ratio. which ranged higher between seven per cent f8 ei~N p.~r cent. But, throughout that period, inflation was lower than in the more fi~cll"¥ ¥'fffiflH,~ ~R~I-reform era of 1991-1997. Indeed. the contradiction will be even mflr~ Wjki~g if we set it against the fact tl1al the post-refQll11 l1~rip'~ ~a~ s~~ll ~ <lip ill !\Jpf;l~J i/lflation. "
'fneFe i~ a grave danger in focussing too much on the doctrine !If ~~creasing fi~al deficit. We should have' rather stressed on reducing the rising deficits on revenue lIecount, To spend on consumpt,ion more than one earns is bad as much in publi<: finance 81 in prlvllte finance. GOI's revenuo defi~il h", howover. increased sharply over the years since reform bOlllln. Cunlng Investment by tho public sector is a soft option, while tho more difficult job Is roductiofl of subllidles and other current delays, Competitive populism has led to subsidies claiming an increasing share of public outlays. Subsidies. both direct and indirect, -calculated as the difference between costs incurred and charges recovered as well as transfer payments made to make up for high System (PDS) shall be significantly cheaper than that di'tri~uted IIIrool!ll priv~ channels. The difference should be so calibrated that it does nOl by itself bceom&l ,ilNr • temptation for the rich to jump the queue or for producers to be ilisincentiviied, ' n I/Iy event, the cost of food subsidy should be kept under a ceiling by relating the prlUi autematically as so many percentage points below the markct price rather than operate '" terms of fixed price for the PDS. There are other ways, than straight subsidies, of manipulating the prices of food graim in a system like ours. There are also clearly identifiable disadvantages from lIIe prod_f' point of view in depressing food prices to too low levels.
So far as fertiliser subsidies are _~, , l>el4w~ I' i, ~igh time they are , lIispensed with., It is a fact that the beneficiarief of ~ 4Ub&i.di~ !ICe ffltmlr I/Ie richer fanners, We must note that the cost of fertilise ... iii inpul.f i § §QTf,CI,y .iJI flCI Emf tB seven per cent pf the total inputs of a farmer. Other inputl. sudl 1M ~, g,q ~ receive subsidiC6. What is of greater significance to farmllR j~ '''''' 1114 ~ availability of credit for fertilisers. Indeed, the employment creating poteritiilJ fi)f suII6I4y 011 fertilisers is miniscule. If only there were a corresponding programme to divm tII8 outlays on fertiliser subsidies to operate an investment programme in rural ar,.. fll\'
Irrigation system and roads, there would be undoubtedly much larger spin-off. and benefits to the ,agricu Itural economy.
Equally Gritical is the question of subsidies for rural power over the years. This hu become, a Frankenstein's monster. Taking all the States of India together, the 10tal subsidy bill on power for agriculture ranBes as high as Rs. I 0000 crores a year. Not only is this an economically inefficient way or prj,jng a costly service. il is also financially counter-productive. "Cheap power" can .sootI1l!1I411t "no power". Fresh investments are , dissuaded by, low returns and high demandt 00 tII8 fj~, MJIIl¥ private prompters pf pOwer projects are hesitant because of the problems .,.,$Id I!y §llfIJiW ilf f.r!!P power and tho resut.ting non-viability of Power Boards. It is also well kllDWII Ihlll I" 1iI1W¥ areas power supply for agriculture being free, is diverted for use in non-agricultural units. There has to be a national consensus on this issue to ensure widespread acceptance of the need to cut back on the movement towards free power. Addiction to cheap or free power for agriculture is a self-inflicted injury imposed on the economy by t/le politics of our country.
The State versus the Market I have said sufficient so far to indicate where precisely my sympathies lie in the debate whether the State should cede all areas of activity to the market. I am in distinguished company. Even Adam Smith had been fully aware of the need for the sovereign to intercede lest the invisible hand became a grabbing hand. In recent years, however, protagonists of the efficient market have started whittling down the role of the State, especially in the pursuit of what has been known as the Washington Consensus. A generation of economic reformers has been going around with the gospel, "Tear down the State and the markets will tum hell into Heaven", a propaganda, which has had its impact not only on economists but on economies as well. An inarticulate. but major. presence in many of their teachings is today a belief that the State is evil. Particularly is this so, except for a minority among Indian economists and commentators. Running down the State for its alleged role in the decline of the economy has been a favourite pastime of some of .our critics. There is an accompanying clamour for regulating the private sector. The contradiction follows that regulation, however, involves the State apparatus in some form or other, however you call it, -Reserve Bank of India (RBI). Securities Exchange Bank of India (SEBI) or Central Electricity Authority (CEA) or Telecom Regulatory Authority of India (TRAI). If we give markets and the private sector an important role, the State will necess~rily have to come in to pick up the pieces when things go wrong and take steps to prevent such catastrophes.
In Indja's history since independence, the public sector has played an important role not only in drawing up a plan for the economy, but also in genuine entrepreneurship. In the early years of Independent India, partly because of the lumpiness of the investments needed and partly because of their own lethargy, very few private entrepreneurs were willing to take up the large projects which were involved in steel. mining and power, to mention only a few sectors of importance. At that time, even the leading lights of industry In the private sector, like J.R.D.Tata and G.D.Birla, had recognised that the Government had an important role to play. India's key industries -steel. heavy engineering, oil and petro-chemicals -would have never been built up even to their current levels if it had not been for GOl's initiative. This should not be forgotten in the cacaphony of criticism that the public sector faces.
It is also important to note that regional disparities and inequalities of income cannot be redressed by market forces alone. One example alone would suffice. As I have already mentioned, post-reform Industrial investment has consciously avoided the poorest States of India, in spite of their rich endowment of natural resources. Regional disparities worsen. 1& there any completely market-based solution to this, except to say that States like Bihar, UP and Assam, deserve their fate? Or. take for instance, the need for affU11lative action to redress social and economic inequalities. All our poverty alleviation programmes are posited on a functionlnll State apparatus. However. much we reduce and diminish the State and its bureaucracy. we need the State. at least to discipline its alter ego, the market, for its failure.
There is no way economies, like ours, can totally obviate the need for a strong and responsive State. While I greatly admire the contributions of eminent economists, like Amartya Kumar Sen in stressing the role of a democratic and open society in prevention of famines, I believe that economists have generally ignored the equally important role, viz., that of the bureaucracies, which the Indian State has built up over the years. Be it the Bihar famine of 1967-68 or the Maharastra drought of the sixties and seventies, it was a dedicated bureaucracy, which helped to pull together the elements of a successful food distribution scheme. A functioning democracy by itself could not "ave wrought the miracle of the Employment Guarantee Scheme (EGS) or the relief works in Bihar or Orissa in 1967-68. When I stress the role of the bureaucracy that supports it, let me not be mistaken as differing from the fundamental point made by Amartya Kumar Sen about the need for a democratic set up as a condition precedent.
Even in developed economies, the dilemma of the State versus the market has not been resolved. The percentage of GDP devoted to Government outlays has ranged between 40 to 50 per cent in some of the so-called market-oriented nations, like USA and Germany. SubsHlies for agriculture in European economies are among the highest in the world. So are outlays on social welfare and health-related payments. It is, therefore, not right to argue that diminution of the role of the State is a necessary precondition for an efficient economy.
It is another matter that our "State bureaucracies" need to be toned up and made both responsible and responsive. An efficient State cannot be built on the foundation of a weak and frightened civil service nor on an arrogant and overtly imperious bureaucracy. Efficiency has to be secured without frightening the tools of the State, at the same time as we ensue their transparency and accountability. These are parts of the challenge in an evolving democracy. The issues that concern this challenge will take us far out of the remit of this lecture. Suffice it to say that an effort at improving the economic management of India, which ignores the need for a well-trained and responsive civil service, will face failure.
India's Public Sector
As I have already mentioned in the preceding paragraph, the State has necessarily to use the public sector -as its chosen instrument for carrying out its objectives. Unfortunately, the public sector in India suffers from a number of handicaps, many of which derive from its being seen as a limb of State. Although the public sector occupies some of the key positions in India's economy, its operations are subject to seve~ restrictions. These have become part of the working environment. Firstly, for various reasons, Government· officials seek and obtain ·information on a number of details of decision-making, especially because of possible queries of Parliament members, either . singly or in Committee. The fact that Ministers form the interface between Government and Parliament means that their answers make them responsible for what happens or does not happen in a PSU. The prospect of Parliament questions often offers an umbrella for many delays and excessive analysis. The same holds good for the impact of enquiries by CBI, Vigilance and so on, which tend to cast doubt on the motives of those who take decisions. These enquiries often judge decisions in the afterlight of events, which could not have been foreseen by those who decide. No commercial organisation can function efficiently if its decision on matters of purchase or sale is similarly subject to detailed post facto enquiries and the motives of decision-makers questioned if their outcome is wrong. It is the responsibility of those who decide to point out how or why the wrong Some of them go to the extreme step Qf SUggesting that ps\}~ may convert therii;;e:.~: !~ entities with Government holding btl\!w ~Il \I' Cf cent. Once the mlliority Government share is not there, the handicaps thaI 'gO with being owned by Government cease -so tho argument runs. I am afraid \hIs is a devious way to reform PS.Us. We have to understand the basic problem~ of excessive intervention by Government, Parliament and Ih' investigators as also the constitutional requirements. In addition, come th' problems of the structure of emoluments, which at higher levels, are tied to Ihm\! IIf OIlVEffiillliili . officialdom. For historic reasons, relativil)l with (Jovernment has been the norm. This makes the public seclor a plll)'llround for those in the private sector, who hunts for top executives. These problems can be solved· only over time. With me /lII.,ne §!tmf running at a lo~s in· many segments, dram~tic upward ~\lisi'O\li at emoluments for executives are not possible. In a sense, thereft!N, 1M jlUhlic sector is running a hurdle race. Enhancement of efficiency of die public sector has to be the thrust of Government policy. If it necessitates a concordat between Parliament, Governmeul. the Jlldlfillij1 iIn~ the Trade Unions, so be it. Parliament may have to agree to a .elf.dtll.yi~ f'eStrlcliBfi 811 the invasive questions of details of management, which con.trlM lIIe ~ of PSUs. So too, Government should give more autonomy to PSU., Ilt lrut \@ tlI\I~, which seek no budget support. Government should also simultanllOlI~~ lik! steps to remove legal impediments in the working of PSUs. For inslilllte, Government should request the Supreme Court itself to lay down criteria. which can enable it to interpret the Article (12) in a liberal manner such that it does hot constrain the operational freedom of PSUs. So too, Trade Unions and Government should sit together to evolve methods of restoring confidence and strength to PSUs. Ali this, in my view, is not a dream. It is eminently practicable, given the will.
In my view, it is neither necessary nor proper to go through non-transparent methods of reducing Government majority in PSUs merely in order to make them efficient. Let us recall that the British Airways was made a successful enterprise well before it was privatised. A majority of British Airways' shares remained with Government ali through this golden transition to a successful airline. So too. Singapore Airlines became a byword for efficiency, although it was owned tOO per cent by the Government of Singapore. Only recently, we saw how the Chancellor-elect of Gennany, Gerhard Schroder, took on the challenge of saving a public sector giant, the steel company, Salzgitter, in his native State, Bavaria. He made it one of the world's most successful. Around the world, if we seek, we can identify successful cases of PSUs, which show that private need not necessarily mean perfect. After all, let us remember that many of the loss-making units, which are today PSUs, are those that had to be taken over by GOI to save decaying private induslly. Thus, the losses of private textile mills, which were taken over, still haunt India's public sector unit, National Textile Corporation (NTC).
The External Front
The dilemma before India's policy-maker on the external front has been particularly complicated by the recent crisis in global financial markets. Until recently, received wisdom stressed almost unequivocally that it is economically more efficient for countries to throw open their borders to trade in goods and services. Protection of any kind was condemned as promoting inefficiencies in induslly and agriculture. The developed world and its academics promotp.d this benign view of a free trade world, although in practice the old practices continued, especially in countries like USA and Japan. The rise of the anti-protectionist wave in the developed world and the spread of teachings of the trade refonners in the university had their inevitable impact on developing countries. The philosophy of growth led by import substitution, which had a eenain relevance in the early stages of growth and had been dominant under the leadership of intellectuals and development economists, like Prebisch, was systematically attacked. In particular, the ills of economies, like India and Brazil, were traced to their high tariff and non-tariff barriers. The new battle cry of economic refonners was to bring down trade barriers, as quickly and mercilessly as possible.
While some of the arguments of free trade enthusiasts did have considerable force, it was also true that they were overstating their case. It cannot be denied that if one went back in history, the growth of the US industrial base itself or even of Gennany and UK owed a great deal to the high tariffs those economies had. Much of the growth of the Asian tiger economies had also taken place behind walls of protection and subsidies. The mistake may have, however, been to carry it too far.
Be this as it may, the result of the successful "educational" campaign of trade refonners has been that one of the important items on the agenda of economic refonn in India is to bring down the effective rate of protection, in keeping with the general trend in the World as a whole. The coming into existence of the World Trade Organization. (WTO) has speeded up the process. There was no way India could have opted out of WTO, the Chinese example being not entirely applicable to our case. However, once the developed countries co-opted the WTO organisation and made it their own platfonn. it has come the centre of a further barrage of attack not only on tariff and non-tariff barriers. but also on our procedures of industrial and trade policy, -in particular, investment-licensing for foreign investors and treatment of intellectual property rights. WTO has become, to some extent, a launch pad for the richer countries to mould the world into a free trade area, -wherever it suits them, even as they protect their own industries behind various anti-dumping procedures and non-tariff barriers. It has alsobecome an instrumentality for intervention in non-trade-related ateas, like labour practices and environment protection. When it comes to a question of developing nations, it is advice, as usual. "00 as we say, not as we do".
What is a pity is that India's policy-makers have not fully woken up 10 the dangers posed by this single-minded attack from the developed world and WTO. Our approach to WTO continues to be dilettantish, while developed nations engage batteries of lawyers and administrators experienced in WTO matters, many of them steeped in the earlier experience of General Agreement on Trade and Tariff (GATT). Particularly, with our practice of the doctrine of rotation in our mandarinate, we tend to lose even the little expertise and advantage we possessed, as we disperse experts to new areas or lose them to entities abroad. We have to rebuild expertise, every time an incumbent changes. The dilemma is that while we want to present the world with B picture that we are as good free traders as the best of them, we do not realise that behind every "free" trade enthusiast from USA or European Union (EU), there stands a strong belief In managed trade for the country's own interest.
The Indian industrial scene today bears graphic witness to the potential damlge that unimaginative devotion to "free trade" philosophies can sometimes lead to. Many of our engineering and textile units trace their current troubles, at least partly, because of price competition from abroad. To add to it. the perverse tariff structure introduced by fiscal reformers in the nineties has made it advantageous for Indian businesses to Import finished products and trade in them rather than to manufacture them in India. The theory that "uniform" tariff is more economically efficient than a structured tariff has led to condemnation of an earlier practice, where the duties on final goods were held higher than those on raw materials or intermediates. The fiscal theoreticians have won a pyretic victory. Their reform has led even multinational hardware manufacturers, like IBM, referring to import finished computers and trade in them. They have closed down many of their assembly operations.
Our enthusiasts for reform, who have surrendered to the Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPs) regime have also forgotten that developed nations first "grew" their research and development in a scenario in which process patents were the norm. The history of scientific development of processes itself shows that success lay not only in discovering new products, but also in unravelling new processes by which known products could be made more efficiently. The new regime in regard to· intellectual property imposed by WTO implies that every "product" is unique, and a new process to make it does not give an inventor the right to patent it if the product has already been patented by the researchers abroad. Thus, even if today you invent a new way to produce ammonia or aluminium, you can violate the product patent concept. This ignores the fact that the Italians, for instance, developed their pharma industry only under the cover of process patent. There has been a great deal of hustling on this front ~ and little popular awareness. Suffice it to say that once the pharma buccaneers from the West take over the India's health care industry through this route, our peoples' access to cheap medicines may well be a thing of the past and a story in our history books. This is all, of course, part of the reformers' struggle to open the economies to trade in services. The West, led by USA, has been aggressively pushing for free trade in services. We had also agreed to this in the hope that there will be real reciprocity. Reciprocity is often a myth. One is reminded of Roman Rolland's famous story where a poor man asks, "What is equality?" He is told that the poor man has "equal rights" with the rich to sleep under the bridges of Paris. Equally illusory is equality in respect of services. To mention only one example, the US authorities deny our personnel the freedom of entry in respect of precisely those areas of expertise where we have comparative advantage while demanding it funy in their own areas of advantage.
I tum now to the vexed issues of exchange rate and exchange management. There has been a "transposition" of ideas to this sector from the field of free trade in commodities and services. As the eminent Economist, DrJagdish Bhagwati has pointed out, the concepts of free trade in goods may not be fully valid in the case of movement of currency transactions. While the freedom of current account transactions is obviously becoming increasingly a necessary feature of international trade, it is not equally true that capital account should also be fully freed. I myself had earlier been an enthusiast for fast movemerit towards capital account convertibility. Recent experience in Asia has made us all revise our views. I believe that caution in convertibility on capital account is justified.
The main argument in favour of a freer regime of capital movements is that they can and will lead to efficient use of global capital resources. The fact is that Indian industrialists were, indeed, able to access global capital sources at lower rates of interest, thanks to the freeing up of restrictions. But, we owe it to the sagacity of our policymakers that they continued to keep a watchful eye on exposure to external debt, particularly at the shorter end. We have to calibrate our movement towards a fuller capital account convertibility carefully till we see a more stable global financial system in place.
Lastly, I tum, ever so briefly to the dilemma of exchange rate management. It is all too easy to fall into the trap of devaluation of a currency as a solution of domestic problems, although this was, for long, received gospe\. International Monetary Fund (IMF) and International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) used to insist on devaluation as a rite of passage. Consequent on the entry of speculation by banks and other operators in the forex markets, stability of value of currency has come back to be regarded as important. Leading experts, like Paul Krugman, have now pointed out that IMF's advice to devalue may itself have been partly responsible for the collapse of some of the Asian economies. Be this as it may, our problem in India is that some of our policy-makers are still guided by the earlier "faith" in devaluation. It is gratifying that our Central Bank has not fallen a victim to this soft option.
Conclusion
I have tried to survey a number of perplexing issues that face the policy-makers and the people of India. There are no simple solutions to the problem of development. I have not covered all the areas that constitute this mosaic of problems. But, I hope, I have said enough to indicate that the mould of policy in India cannot be what is dictated by conventional wisdom. The problems of India are unique. We have inherited a number of them from the colonial regime. There is, above all, the social and legal context, which prevent the transposition of many of the remedies that are available in other less formal societies. We are not operating on a clean slate. Our reformers have rightly treaded warily. A shock treatment can very well cause serious problems that undermine stability and the possibility of progress. Too slow a pace of change can lead to the quality of reforms itself being attenuated to the point of failure. This, above all, is the dilemma of the reformer.
Before I conclude, let me not leave you with the impression that I am a pessimist. I believe that just when it looks darkest, India has found ways of emerging triumphant. Nearly three and odd decades ago, two American economists had published a book, which forecast that India would join the world's scrap heap, merely because of the shortage of food. It was also at that time that the Green Revolution came about, marrying science and technology to Indian agriculture. Many economists could not bless
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S Venkitaramanan the new techniques. They were afraid it would not work and if it did, it would increase inequity. The fanners of India proved the pessimists wrong. The agricultural revolution of the sixties and the seventies proved, in particular, that there is great potential in India's farmers, if properly tackled.
. Even as the bumblebee flies, although aerodynamics has proved why it cannot, so' too the Indian economy can rise to great heights, although reformers continue to despair. Above all, I urge the young economists who go forth today from the portals of this great school not to become victims of the accountants' curse. Let us not rule out every prospect of development just because it does not satisfY the criterion of financial profits. True, the test of pecuniary return is needed. But. the vision of greatness is even more essential. . 22 
